
With the STAS signtrack you can easily hang 
advertising, posters and signage (from 0.2mm 
to 1mm thick). The STAS signtrack is easy to 
use, due to the sliding mechanism at the top and 
bottom. Inserted material remains undamaged 
and a professional presentation is guaranteed. An 
indispensable addition for shops, offices, catering, 
conventions and institutions.

The STAS signtrack can be used with the STAS 
qubics or with the STAS suspended ceiling hooks (in 
combination with matching cords) to hang from the 
ceiling. The STAS signtrack can also be used with our 
many rail systems in combination with the
cords with cobra hook for a wall mounting.

Features

STAS signtrack
a presentation that sticks

Dimensions 12 x 21 mm
Length 42, 60, 100 or 200 cm
Colour alu
Material aluminium
Installation ceiling- or wallmounting
Paper thickness 0,2 mm till 1 mm
Warranty 5 years

PartsCombination set

STAS signtrack rail 
PS29942 42 cm
PS29960 60 cm
PS29100 100 cm
PS29200 200 cm

STAS signtrack end cap
RD20600 

STAS signtrack clamp
HA30660

STAS signtrack hook 
HA50200

STAS signtrack set 42 and 60 cm
PS10042 42 cm
PS10060 60 cm

STAS signtrack top rail 1x 
STAS signtrack bottom rail 1x
STAS signtrack end cap 4x
STAS signtrack clamp 6x
STAS signtrack hook 2x

STAS signtrack set 100 cm
PS10100 100 cm

STAS signtrack top rail 1x 
STAS signtrack bottom rail 1x
STAS signtrack end cap 4x
STAS signtrack clamp 10x
STAS signtrack hook 2x

STAS signtrack set 200 cm
PS10200 200 cm

STAS signtrack top rail 1x 
STAS signtrack bottom rail 1x
STAS signtrack end cap 4x
STAS signtrack clamp 18x
STAS signtrack hook 4x

NEW



STAS signtrack 
hanging options

The STAS signtrack can be used with the STAS qubics or with the STAS suspended ceiling hooks (in 
combination with matching cords) to hang from the ceiling. The STAS sign track can also be used with our 
many rail systems in combination with the cords with cobra hook for a wall mounting.

STAS cobra
with perlon
cord

STAS cobra
with
steelcable

STAS perlon cord
with loop

STAS perlon
cord with
glider

STAS steelcable
with glider

STAS qubic
TCS1000

STAS drop ceiling hook for loop
HA10200 max 5 kg

STAS qubic pro
TCS1010

For a stone or concrete ceiling 
STAS qubic or qubic pro with perlon cord or steel cable with glider.

STAS steelcable
with loop

See the separate product sheet for more information about the STAS qubic.

See the separate product sheets for more information about the STAS rails.

For a drop ceiling 
STAS drop ceiling hook for loop with perlon cord or steel cable with loop.

For a STAS rail system 
STAS rail system in combination with perlon cord or steel cable to match the rail.

See the separate product sheet for more information about the STAS drop ceiling hook.



Features 
STAS poster strip

STAS poster strips and poster snaps
hanging without framing

STAS poster strip
The STAS poster strip is a classic poster strip 
in transparent plastic and is designed to lock 
posters into position so as to hang them 
neatly, simply and stylishly. The poster can be 
slid into the strip from the side.

STAS poster snap
The STAS poster snap is a more luxurious 
variant to the plastic poster strip, made from 
high-grade aluminium. This makes the system 
ideally suited for presenting canvases, fabrics 
and heavy posters without taking anything 
away from the style.

The poster does not have to be inserted from 
the side: simply click the STAS poster snap 
open and shut at the top and the bottom.

Dimensions 6 x 13 mm 
Length 30, 42, 50, 60, 70, 

84 or 100 cm
Colour transparent
Material plastic
Weight capacity suitable for paper and 

cardboard
Warranty 5 years

Features 
STAS poster snap
Dimensions 16 x 27 mm
Length 50, 70 or 100 cm
Colour alu
Material aluminium
Weight capacity suitable for heavier posters, 

canvas and fabrics
Warranty 5 years

STAS poster snap set alu
PS30050 50 cm
PS30070 70 cm
PS30100 100 cm

STAS poster strip set 
transparent
PS50030 30 cm
PS50042 42 cm
PS50050 50 cm
PS50060 60 cm

PS50070 70 cm
PS50084 84 cm
PS50110 100 cm



TÜV Nederland QA

2400-A-729 Picture Hanging Systems 

Important note regarding warranty and liability
Products of STAS must be installed and used only in strict accordance with the latest version of the STAS picture hanging 
systems installation guide, available for download at www.stasgroup.com. It is the responsibility of the installer to select 
the correct fasteners for the particular installation. Improper installation, misuse, misapplication or otherwise failing to 
completely follow seller’s instructions and warnings may cause product malfunction, property damage or personal injury.

STAS products TÜV certified
STAS strives day after day for products of the highest quality. To guarantee the quality and 
independence of products, STAS has commissioned TÜV Netherlands for the testing of its 
products. TÜV Netherlands is an independent and recognized body that assesses the quality 
of products according to a set standard and has extensive experience in the field of product 
safety and product inspections. Under the direction of TÜV, a large part of our range of 
products has been tested for quality and correctness of the specified features. All products 
where the TÜV logo is shown, have actually been tested by TÜV Netherlands and approved 
for the capacity that is stated in the features of that product.

STAS picture hanging systems 
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